Ageism

in

Treating an applicant or employee
less favorably because of their age

favor

Businesses

Organized efforts and activities
of individuals to produce and sell
goods and services for profit

disfavor

hire

based on

Designers

Designers seek to understand the
user, challenge assumptions, and
redefine problems in an attempt to
identify alternative strategies and
solutions that might not be instantly
apparent with our initial level of understanding.

for

classified into 2 groups

who work in

not for

Profession
of Design

Reliability

are

because of
difference in

Overqualified

Underqualified

An assumption that an older candidate
is unadaptable, unproductive, slow to
learn, technologically handicapped,
overly opinated or too advanced in
years to fit in with younger workers.

often thought
of as being

with the
goal of

often thought
of as being

An assumption that a younger candidate lacks essential experience for a
job and that it would cost the company
time, money, and effort to train them.

for

Innovation

Improvement

Those who have a stereotype of being
energetic, adventurous, creative,
productive, ambitious, and tech-savvy.

are

with the
goal of

Young designers
( <40 )

Those who have a stereotype of being
forgetful, easily confused, anti-social, less
motivated, not really interested in the job,
and just generally behind the times.

Curiosity challenges the company’s belief to avoid making the
same mistakes and improve
improve communication.

includes
wants to

may find it hard working with

Mature designers
( > 40 )

Curiosity

Profession of deisgn demands communicational, technical, analytical,
artistic and advertisement skills. It is a
combination of personal creative
abilities and technical knowledge of a

Reliability keeps the company
sustainably going by holding
onto the its core belief.

Age

for

Experience
as understood in

is
by

re-configuring something old

is

working within existing goal

by

minimizes

Resistant to changes

inventing something new

Because they do not know
what they do not know.

finding new goal

increases

Open to changes

Johari Window model

known
by self

strive for

unknown
by self

ask

strive for
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is to aim for

Risk

Quality

can be

The Commodity of Design
as a Consequence of Ageism
Nathan Felde is Professor of Design in the Art +
Design Department in the College of Arts, Media and
Design at Northeastern University. He holds a Master
of Science from MIT’s Department of Architecture,
was a founder of Lightspeed Computers and Executive Director of broadband media research laboratories for NYNEX (now Verizon).

commercial

e.g

e.g

therefore
falling into

failing to meet quality
A security design for a website
that has vulnerabilities.

tell

Hidden area

Hidden area is what is known to onelself
but kept hidden from, and therefore
unknown, to others.

failing to attract customers

unknown
by others

failing to optimize cost

and selectively chose

hidden
area
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Older designers fall into this area when
they know something won’t work but
have a hard time convincing other
people why it won’t because ompanies
don’t like being told about the impossibil-

A visual design that has a confusing and unattractive layout that is
rejected by clients.

shared
discovery

self-disclosure/exposure

reduces

Commodity of Design
A design product for which there is demand, but which is
supplied without qualitative differentiation across a market
E.g design templates, stock images, etc

fosters

Blind area

blind
area

therefore falling into

Blind area is what is known about a
person by others in the group, but is
unknown by the person him/herself.

other’s
observation

unknown
area

It this case, it is the knowledge that is
known by older designers but
unknown to older designers because
of their lack of experience or being
new to the company or industry.

Quantity

Younger designs tend to commit
more time to work to climb up the
cooperate ladder at the same time
are more proficient in using tools to
support their productivity, hence
being able to tackle a higher volumn
of work
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Ageism stigma makes it harder for younger and mature
designers to work together, preventing both parties
from feedback solicitation and self-disclosure/ exposure to break through blind area and hidden area.

Problems

to solve
solved by

Technology

as a result, abuse

An application of scientific knowledge
used to recite and replicate an existing design to reproduce new design

is missing in

Nathan’s view on ageism provides a unique and
pragmatic insight into the commodity of design.
However, it is worth to acknowledge that the commodity of design is a complex phenomenon that is resulted from a combination of social issues other than just
ageism.
by Linh Huynh
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e.g

A technocal design that relies on a
component that is new, untested
and requires unexpected investment to develop.

An interview with Nathan Felde

His current focus is delineating a new conceptual
framework for experience design that studies attention
and trust as coefficients of aesthetics and etiquette.

operational

financial

known
by others

Mature designers are experienced
enough to know what works and what
not. They take pride in their work and
have a stronger sense of ownership.

Risk is the potential for a design to fail to
satisfy the requirements for a project. A
poor design may manifest itself as
functional defects or hurdles to development that impede project progress.

open/ free
area

self-discovery

is avoided to

feedback solicitation
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maximize profits

Because they do not know
what they do not know

The model is used to illustrate and improve
self-awareness and mutual understanding between
individuals within a groupm, which is particular useful
in team development. It was devised by American
psychologists Joseph Luft and Harry Ingham in 1955.

has both

lead to

Disadvantages

Design templates available online for
nominal fee sometimes even free make it
convenient to duplicate predesigned
elements. The design as a result does
not feel authentique and unique.

Advantages

Cutting down time spent on administrative tasks provides more time to focus
on the design itself. Technology also
makes design more accessible for
people from diifferent background.

is to aim for
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